Solar Blanket Storage Systems

Scan this QR Code to learn about GLI Storage Systems.
SOLAR BLANKET STORAGE MADE EASY!

Solar Blanket Storage Systems: When used with one of the Reel System Conversion Base kits, unit becomes fully functioning solar blanket removal system for your inground swimming pool. Can also be used as stand alone storage system for off-season storage of your bulky solar blanket.

Cyclone, Typhoon, Monsoon, Hurricane & Storm Storage Systems

3” and 4” diameter Storage Systems for use with Cyclone, Typhoon, Monsoon, Hurricane and Storm:
- Item # 55-1603IG-TK 16’ 3” Diameter IG Solar Blanket Storage System
- Item # 55-2003IG-TK 20’ 3” Diameter IG Solar Blanket Storage System
- Item # 55-2004IG-TK 20’ 4” Diameter IG Solar Blanket Storage System
- Item # 55-2404IG-TK 24’ 4” Diameter IG Solar Blanket Storage System

5” diameter Storage System for use with Storm Commercial Reel only:
- Item # 55-2005IG-TK 20’ 5” Diameter IG Solar Blanket Storage System
- Item # 55-2405IG-TK 24’ 5” Diameter IG Solar Blanket Storage System

Strap Kits
- Item # 99-55-4395015 Inground Replacement Strap Kit (For All Inground Reel Systems except Storm.)
- Item # 99-55-4395050 Commercial Inground Replacement Strap Kit (For the Storm Commercial Reel System.)

Solar Blanket Storage Systems

Cyclone™

Inground Reel System Conversion Base Kit
- Heavy duty maintenance free resin construction.
- Innovative offset design prevents tilting.
- Retractable wheels for stationary operation.
- Engineered with high-strength nylon bearings for effortless operation, especially in high humidity markets.
- Crank handle on both ends for easy one or two-person operation.
- Includes all straps (30”) and required hardware for attaching solar blanket.
- Fits pool sizes up to 24’ x 45’.
  (Recommend using a 4” Solar Blanket Storage System for pools 600 sq. ft. and larger when used with thicker mil solar blankets.)
- 5 year limited warranty.

Typhoon™

Inground Reel System Conversion Base Kit
- Large wheel design rolls over uneven terrain for easy roll-away storage.
- Heavy-duty maintenance free resin construction.
- Engineered with pinch roller beginnings for smooth, effortless roll-up.
- Crank handle on both ends for convenient one or two-person operation.
- Includes two sturdy footpads for stable, stationary operation.
- Includes all straps (30”) and required hardware for attaching solar blanket.
- Fits pool sizes up to 24’ x 45’.
  (Recommend using a 4” Solar Blanket Storage System for pools 600 sq. ft. and larger when used with thicker mil solar blankets.)
- 5 year limited warranty.
MONSOON™

Premium Inground Reel System Conversion Base Kit

• Corrosion resistant construction.
• Engineered with high-strength nylon bearings for effortless one-person operation.
• Available with optional locking casters for easy roll-away storage.
• Includes all straps (30”) and required hardware for attaching solar blanket.
• Fits pool sizes up to 24’ x 45’.

(Recommend using a 4” Solar Blanket Storage System for pools 600 sq. ft. and larger when used with thicker mil solar blankets.)

• 5 year limited warranty.

HURRICANE™

Inground Reel System Conversion Base Kit

• Corrosion resistant construction.
• Engineered with high-strength nylon bearings for effortless one-person operation.
• Available with optional locking casters for easy roll-away storage.
• Includes all straps (30”) and required hardware for attaching solar blanket.
• Fits pool sizes up to 24’ x 45’.

(Recommend using a 4” Solar Blanket Storage System for pools 600 sq. ft. and larger when used with thicker mil solar blankets.)

• 5 year limited warranty.

STORM™

Premium Commercial Inground Reel System Conversion Base Kit

• Our finest commercial solar reel system.
• New T-Base design provides exceptional stability for commercial applications.
• Corrosion resistant construction.
• Comes standard with 3” commercial grade locking casters for easy roll-away storage.
• Cranks on both ends provide easy one or two person operation.
• Includes all straps (60”) and required hardware for attaching solar blanket.
• Can handle up to 200 lbs. of blanket material.
• Fits pool sizes up to 24’ x 75’ (max solar blanket thickness is 12 mil).

• 5 year limited warranty.
ABOVE GROUND SOLAR BLANKET CONVERSION SYSTEMS

TIDAL WAVE™
Above Ground Resin Reel System
- Heavy duty corrosion resistant resin construction.
- Fits pools 12' - 30' in width.
- Easy one person operation - operates smoothly and pivots out of the way when pool is in use.
- Mounts on top rail of Above Ground pool.
- Designed to bow and ride on the surface of the water.
- Handle grip facilitates lifting.
- Includes all straps (12") and required hardware for attaching solar blanket.
- 5 year limited warranty.

WHIRLWIND™
Above Ground Reel System
- Heavy duty corrosion resistant construction.
- Fits pools 12' to 28' in width.
- Engineered with sealed, high-strength bearings for effortless one-person operation.
- Socket mount for easy crank and cover removal.
- Includes all straps and required hardware for attaching your solar blanket.
- 5 year limited warranty.

Solar Blanket Storage Systems
Solar Blanket Storage Systems: When used with one of the above Reel System Conversion Base kits, unit becomes fully functioning solar blanket removal system for your inground swimming pool. Can also be used as stand alone storage system for off-season storage of your bulky solar blanket.

Tidal Wave Storage Systems
- Item # 55-1802TD-TK - 18' 2" Diameter AG Storage System
- Item # 55-2402TD-TK - 24’ 2” Diameter AG Storage System
- Item # 55-3002TD-TK - 30’ 2” Diameter AG Storage System
- Item # 99-55-4375006 - Above Ground Replacement Strap Kit (For use with Tidal Wave.)

Whirlwind Storage Systems
- Item # 55-1803WH-TK - 18’ 3” Diameter AG Storage System
- Item # 55-2403WH-TK - 24’ 3” Diameter AG Storage System
- Item # 55-2804WH-TK - to 28’ 4” Diameter AG Storage System
- Item # 99-55-4395015 - Inground Replacement Strap Kit (For use with Whirlwind.)
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